Use of semi-quantitative Northern blot analysis to determine relative quantities of bacterial CRISPR transcripts.
The Northern blot technique is widely used to study RNA. This relatively old method allows one to detect RNA molecules ranging in size from ∼20 to thousands of nucleotides and simultaneously estimate the size of an RNA and detect its degradation/processing products. The method does not rely on enzymes such as reverse transcriptases or RNA ligases used in most advanced RNA detection methods, which can be advantageous since biases in detection of individual RNAs can be avoided. We used this approach to the transcripts of Clustered Regularly Interspaced Palindromic Repeats (CRISPR) phage defense loci in Escherichia coli. CRISPR loci are transcribed into a single long pre-crRNA, which is then processed at multiple sites to generate ∼60 nt fragments (crRNA) each able to mount defense against a specific phage. The Northern blot technique allowed us to estimate the abundance of individual crRNAs and determine stabilities of both pre-crRNA and crRNA. The procedures described in this chapter can be used with very minor modifications to monitor the abundance and stabilities of transcripts of various lengths from many bacterial sources.